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Every script starts with the words “The scene starts with/in”
Character: When a character talks, its name is in Italic-Bold and its text is in plain Italics. Also
when the words of a character, note, subtitle or message are going on the next line, you skip five
spaces. (Just like here.) Every character has its own color.
When an action is explained (Like: Roy is standing in front of The HOLS) it is in plain text and the
color is black.
N-Character: When “N-” is in front of a character's name it means this character is talking in a
narrator style. It is also underlined.
Subtitle: Subtitles are pieces of text that appear on the bottom of the screen, they are mostly to
clarify a situation, to give explanation or to give a small comment on something. The subtitles
are in complete Italic-Bold and in a black color.
Note: A note is a small word from the author to explain something. The word “Note” is in Bold
while the note itself is in plain text. The note is in a black color.
- Flashback Character: *cries* When something between asterisks (*) and bolded is in front of a character's
words, it gives the condition in which these words are told. In this example the character cries
while talking. It could also indicate a single action, like *sigh*
Character: When the condition (*cries* in this case) is over and the same character is still at
word, you still start a new line for this character.
Character: (When the words are between parentheses like this, then the character is thinking these
words instead of saying them out loud.)
- End of Flashback Note: When a special condition is applied for a short time (mostly a Flashback) it will be noted like
that.
- END - (This is the indicator that the story is over)
- Preview Character: This is where the preview for the next episode starts, usually presented by one or more
of the characters.
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